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Enrolment Staff FTE Budget
Normalized 113.500 Custodial 1.000000 Salaries $1,126,211 94%

Weighted 123.746 Exempt 0.000000 Supplies, Equip., Services $71,084 06%

Regular 127 Support 2.500000

Teacher 8.000000

Year Opened 1911 Total 11.500000 Total $1,197,295 100%

School Philosophy
École Queen Alexandra School fosters high academic learning through excellence in teaching and commitment to allow for the growth of each student as they excel socially,
academically and physically. We are committed to creating a thriving, dynamic and inspiring educational environment that produces self-directed learners to confidently
prepare them for the future. We also strive to have all students become strong readers and writers. We believe that effective reading and writing is at the core of so many
learning experiences.

In collaboration with parents and our community partners, students maximize their potential by being supported through developing behaviours necessary for their success in
school and their chosen career pathway. Students integrate the MindUp program and Zones of Regulation to learn about their own brain and learning environment to optimize
their learning. We create a positive, safe environment in which students, parents, teachers and community members work together to support the mental health and wellness
of our students. We also believe in the restorative power of nature and know that children learn best in an environment of cooperation and trust.

Community Profile
École Queen Alexandra School, located in the heart of Old Strathcona, promotes a rich educational experience for children and continuous professional growth for teachers. 
Students come from a variety of communities throughout the city as parents select our programs due to their academic excellence, cultural experiences and proximity to the
University of Alberta. We are a close-knit community that supports whole student learning. School renovations and new paint have made this historical school building even
more beautiful. The school offers Kindergarten Care and Before and After School programming as well as a pre-school program. These paid services are located within our
school. 

Programs and Organization
École Queen Alexandra School offers two alternative programs: French Immersion and Logos Christian Programing. Both alternative programs follow the Alberta Education
Curriculum with an intentional focus on French language instruction or Christian values.

Beginning September 2020, Queen Alexandra School opened a French Immersion Kindergarten class. The program will grow each year by adding one grade per year to 
eventually offer K to 6 programming. Completing French Immersion Kindergarten is not a prerequisite for Grade 1 enrolment. French Immersion provides students with
opportunities to acquire and maintain language skills in French and English. Students will develop language, literacy and numeracy skills to communicate in both languages.
Students will learn about French culture, traditions and celebrations.

The Logos Christian Program allows students to develop academic skills while integrating biblical principles into all areas of study. It provides an opportunity for students to
live out Christian values, morals and beliefs in supportive and nurturing environments. The Logos Christian Program is a non-denominational faith-based program welcoming
all families and religions.

School Community Relationships
We would like to acknowledge the following community members who have helped to foster the growth and success of our students:

Alberta Health Services| Discovery Place Preschool and Out of School Care| Logos Society| Old Scona School| University of Alberta
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Division Priorities 2018-2022

Foster growth and success for every student by supporting their journey from early learning through high school completion and beyond.
Provide welcoming, high quality learning and working environments.
Enhance public education through communication, engagement and partnerships.

Based on the three SMART goals that were established for 2021-2022, report on the results you achieved (with evidence, including referencing the school's Alberta Education
Assurance Measure results (formerly the Accountability Pillar results) and describe how achievement of the goal supports the above Division Priorities that were in effect when the
goal was set.

By June 30, 2022 student achievement at Queen Alexandra School, though our Cornerstone Values, will continue to improve as a result of a focus on assessment and
literacy. Staff will increase professional capacity through deeper learning of triangulation of evidence supported by professional reading, targeted interventions and
collaborative coaching. 

Literacy:  Using the Fountas and Pinnell benchmarking assessments (F & P) 75% of students will increase a minimum of one year of reading growth, as measured by an
increase of levels based on the F and P gradient system.
 
Numeracy:  The percentage of students receiving below 60% will decrease by 5% based on the Math Intervention Programming Instrument (MIPI).

These goals will be measured through school based data collection and Divisional student reporting.

 
 

Results Achieved:

Based on school tracking data documents, as well as standardized assessments, our students continue to improve in reading and writing.
Reading Data - based on classroom assessments, Fountas and Pinnell BAS assessments and teacher-awarded marks

83.7% of students were reading ‘at’ or ‘above’ grade level in June 2022. 
Increased from 2021, with 72.9% of students reading ‘at’ or ‘above’ grade level, and 2020, with 74.3% of students reading ‘at’ or ‘above’ grade level. 

Writing Data - Highest Level of Achievement (HLAT) Data
70.4% of students wrote ‘at’ or ‘above’ grade level in June 2022. 
Increased from 2021, when 68.4% of students wrote ‘at’ or ‘above’ grade level, and 2019, with 88.6% of students writing 'at' or 'above' grade level pre-pandemic

Division Survey Results
96% of students reported that teachers know how they learn best.
89% of students reported that they get the help they need with their learning.
96% of students reported that the feedback they receive from learning is helpful.

Alberta Assurance Survey
100% of teachers and parents reported that they believe the literacy skills students are learning at school are useful.
92.6% of students, and 94.9% of teachers reported that at school, appropriate supports and services are available to help students with learning.

By June 30, 2022, staff capacity to improve student achievement will continue to be enhanced through targeted collaboration related to research-based
assessment and teaching practices.  Building on professional capacity, staff will meet monthly on selected cohort subject-specific goals with Belgravia, Garneau,
McKernan and Riverdale Schools. Teacher collaborative groups have been established in the areas of Concept Based Learning, Division 2 Math, Division 2
Reading, Mental Health, and the Lucy Calkins Writing program.  In addition, two Instructional Leadership groups have been created; one for lead teachers and
one for principals. 
This goal will be measured through staff participation and engagement documented in the Cohort Collaboration Planning Document and measured by the

 Division Feedback survey.  
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Results Achieved:
Teachers worked in Communities of Practice with the goal of building collective teacher efficacy in the following areas:

Division 2 Math and Lucy Calkins Writing
Teacher feedback indicated that the time they spent engaging in professional development with their colleagues was extremely valuable. 
Division Survey Results

100% of staff agree that they have access to the resources and supports they need when teaching.
100% of staff agree that they have been able to build and maintain meaningful relationships with colleagues.

Alberta Assurance Survey 
94.4% of teachers reported that in the past 3-5 years, the professional development and in-servicing received from the school authority has been focused, systematic
and contributed significantly to ongoing professional growth.
81.5% of students indicated that they felt engaged in their learning at school

By June 30, 2022, through our Cornerstone Values, students, staff, parents and other stakeholders will deepen family opportunities to be involved in their child’s
education. These events will focus on fun, interactive literacy and numeracy events.  This will be measured by family attendance to on-line school events,
SchoolZone parent log-in and parent feedback survey data. 

Results Achieved:

During the 2021-22 school year, staff were able to organize several opportunities for students, families and community members to participate in school-wide events such as:
Career Week, Numeracy Week (families and guest speakers attended), Read-In Week (parents/ guardians read to classes via Google Meets) and Winter Carnival Week
(outdoor and indoor activities). Assemblies, Chapel, Goal Setting Conferences and Celebrations of Learning were attended virtually by families. Monthly newsletters were sent
home to families and many updates were made on SchoolZone so that parents/ guardians were able to feel connected and involved in their child's learning.

 Division Survey Highlights
100 % of parents agreed that there are opportunities for their child to demonstrate what they have learned (e.g., celebration of learning, student-parent-teacher conference,
demonstration of learning events, etc.)
100% of parents felt that the information they received about their child's learning at school helped them to support their child

Alberta Assurance Survey Highlights
93.3% of parents and 99.2% of teachers indicated that parents/guardians have “a lot/some” involvement in decisions about their children’s overall education.

What were the biggest challenges encountered in 2021/22?
Meeting all students' literacy and numeracy needs due to the challenges of small group instruction, the ability to use shared resources such as home reading books and
math manipulatives, as well as inconsistent student attendance. 
The challenge of accessible mental health and wellness supports resulting in a lack of available staff due to illness and not being able to meet in-person as a school
community due to COVID restrictions
Developing a process to deliver interventions and differentiated instruction while maintaining cohort guidelines for most of the year in order to meet the needs of
cross-graded groups or online students.

What are the implications from 2021/22 that will impact your current year plan?
Staff, students and parents will continue to highlight academic growth focusing on literacy and numeracy to achieve the same levels that were obtained prior to the
pandemic. 
Develop an intervention plan to support students identified as ‘at risk’ or ‘below’ grade level expectations for literacy and numeracy, with an emphasis on grade 3 and 4
students. 
Teacher professional development has been established within our catchment cohort highlighting an area of teacher choice to collaborate with other colleagues to support
student learning. New teachers to the school/catchment will join a collaborative cohort for the 2022-23 school year. 
Staff are committed to ensuring that our school is a welcoming place for all members of the community and that everyone has an authentic sense of belonging. We will
invest time engaging in professional learning around anti-racism and diversity while furthering our understanding of Indigenous foundational knowledge.
Implementation of OECD recommendations to support First Nations, Métis and Inuit students, as well as support staff in learning about Indigenous history, perspectives
and acts of reconciliation. 
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Assurance Domain Measure
Queen Alexandra School Alberta Measure Evaluation

Current
Result

Prev Year 
Result

Prev 3 Year 
Average

Current
Result

Prev Year 
Result

Prev 3 Year 
Average Achievement Improvement Overall

Student Growth and 
Achievement

Student Learning Engagement 81.5 86.4 n/a 85.1 85.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Citizenship 90.3 94.8 94.2 81.4 83.2 83.1 Very High Maintained Excellent

3-year High School Completion n/a n/a n/a 83.2 83.4 81.1 n/a n/a n/a

5-year High School Completion n/a n/a n/a 87.1 86.2 85.6 n/a n/a n/a

PAT: Acceptable 77.8 n/a 86.1 67.3 n/a 73.8 n/a n/a n/a

PAT: Excellence 11.1 n/a 30.6 18.0 n/a 20.6 n/a n/a n/a

Diploma: Acceptable n/a n/a n/a 75.2 n/a 83.6 n/a n/a n/a

Diploma: Excellence n/a n/a n/a 18.2 n/a 24.0 n/a n/a n/a

Teaching & Leading Education Quality 99.1 96.4 98.0 89.0 89.6 90.3 Very High Maintained Excellent

Learning Supports
Welcoming, Caring, Respectful and Safe 
Learning Environments (WCRSLE) 93.0 95.3 n/a 86.1 87.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Access to Supports and Services 93.8 94.2 n/a 81.6 82.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Governance Parental Involvement 98.3 92.1 95.8 78.8 79.5 81.5 Very High Maintained Excellent

Notes:
1. Data values have been suppressed where the number of respondents/students is fewer than 6. Suppression is marked with an asterisk (*).
2. Caution should be used when interpreting high school completion rate results over time, as participation in the 2019/20 and 2020/21 Diploma Exams was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In the absence of Diploma Exams, achievement level of diploma courses were determined solely by school-awarded marks.
3. Participation in the Provincial Achievement Tests and Diploma Exams was impacted by the fires in 2018/19, as well as by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019/20, 2020/21 and the January 2022 

Diploma Exam administration. 2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22 are not included in the rolling 3-year average. Caution should be used when interpreting trends over time.
4. Aggregated PAT results are based upon a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence). The weights are the number of students enrolled in each course. Courses 

included: English Language Arts (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Français (6e et 9e année), French Language Arts (6e et 9e année), Mathematics (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Science (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), 
Social Studies (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE).

5. Security breaches occurred over the last few days of the 2021/22 PAT administration window. Students most likely impacted by these security breaches have been excluded from the provincial 
cohort. All students have been included in school and school authority reporting. Caution should be used when interpreting these results.

6. Aggregated Diploma results are a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence) on Diploma Examinations. The weights are the number of students writing the 
Diploma Exam for each course. Courses included: English Language Arts 30-1, English Language Arts 30-2, French Language Arts 30-1, Français 30-1, Mathematics 30-1, Mathematics 30-2, 
Chemistry 30, Physics 30, Biology 30, Science 30, Social Studies 30-1, Social Studies 30-2.

Fall 2022

School: 7164 Queen Alexandra School

Required Alberta Education Assurance Measures - Overall Summary

Report Version 1.0
Data Current as of Aug 24, 2022

Report Generated: Nov 06, 2022
Locked with Suppression for Fall 2022
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Division Priorities 2022-2026

Build on outstanding learning opportunities for all students.
Advance actions towards anti-racism and reconciliation.
Promote a comprehensive approach to student and staff well-being and mental health.

The following SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-framed) goals have been established for the 2022-2023 school year (referencing the Division’s Priority
number that the goal supports). All Schools will set at least two goals; one goal must be in support of Priority 1 of the 2022-2026 Strategic Plan. Schools will set a second goal that
can be in support of any priority area, and schools can choose to set a third goal if desired. Central DU’s will set at least two goals in support of any of the priorities of the 2022-2026
Strategic Plan, and can choose to set a third goal if desired.

Division Priority 1

Division Priority 2

Division Priority 3

Staff at École Queen Alexandra School will focus on more students achieving learning outcomes and demonstrating growth, specifically in literacy and numeracy. By June
2023, students will demonstrate growth in the areas of numeracy, reading and writing using Tier 1 and Tier 2 interventions. Staff will continue to collaborate monthly (within
our school and catchment cohorts) and reading interventions will be put in place for literacy support. Indicators of success can include CAT4, HLAT, MIPI, PAT, Alberta
Assessments (Lens, CC3, Numeracy Assessment, EYE-TA), Fountas and Pinnell Reading Benchmarks (GB+ en français) and teacher professional judgment based on
triangulation of evidence.

Staff at École Queen Alexandra School will focus on deepening their understanding of the Division’s Anti-Racism and Equity Action Plan to promote meaningful, long term
systemic change. By June 2023, based on their own professional growth, the TQS and the LQS, staff will address this goal through professional learning centered on
anti-racism, reconciliation, equity and resiliency building. Staff will raise student awareness and understanding about diversity through various initiatives. Indicators of success
will include the Assurance and Division Surveys, school level data, as well as staff, student and parent feedback.

Through our Division's cornerstone values, staff at École Queen Alexandra School will elevate meaningful opportunities for belonging, connection and celebration in school
communities. By June 2023, staff, students and families will indicate a greater sense of belonging and connection by increasing opportunities where everyone can see
themselves as belonging to a community and celebrating successes. Indicators of success will include the Assurance, Division and Resilience surveys, as well as staff,
student and parent feedback.
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2022-23 Spring Proposed 2022-23 Fall Revised

Resources 1,159,282 1,197,295

Internal Revenue 0 0

REVENUE TOTAL 1,159,282 1,197,295

Classroom 7.000000 719,824 7.000000 719,824

Leadership 1.000000 131,610 1.000000 132,115

Teaching - Other .000000 0 .000000 0

Teacher Supply .000000 24,500 .000000 24,500

TOTAL TEACHER 8.000000 875,934 8.000000 876,439

(% of Budget) 75.56% 73.2%

Exempt (Hourly/OT) .000000 16,000 .000000 16,000

Support 2.000000 119,961 2.500000 148,469

Support (Supply/OT) .000000 7,000 .000000 7,000

Custodial 1.000000 76,303 1.000000 76,303

Custodial (Supply/OT) .000000 2,000 .000000 2,000

TOTAL NON-TEACHER 3.000000 221,264 3.500000 249,772

(% of Budget) 19.09% 20.86%

TOTAL STAFF 11.000000 1,097,198 11.500000 1,126,211

(% of Budget) 94.64% 94.06%

SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES 42,535 52,115

INTERNAL SERVICES 19,549 18,969

TOTAL SES 62,084 71,084

(% of Budget) 5.36% 5.94%

TOTAL AMOUNT BUDGETED 1,159,282 1,197,295

Carry Forward Included 0 0

Carry Forward to Future 0 0


